MADISON RECORD SIGNS LEAD SINGER TONY LEWIS FROM THE OUTFIELD
Atlanta's Madison Records is proud to announce the signing of Tony Lewis to an
exclusive record deal. Lewis is the lead singer from The Outfield, and has spent the
last 2 years writing and recording new material.
The Outfield were an English rock band based out of London, England. The band took
the airwaves by storm with their infectious pop songs, including “Your Love,” “All the
Love,” and “Say it isn’t So.” The band's line-up consisted of vocalist and bassist Lewis,
guitarist John Spinks, and drummer Alan Jackman.
Their debut album, Play Deep, was issued in 1985, and would go on to reach triple
platinum sales status and the Top 10 in the US album charts. “Your Love" peaked at
No. 6 and is still featured in a number of compilation albums, commercials, and has
been covered or remixed over 1,000 times by other artists.
Lewis’s upcoming album Out of the Darkness will be released in July 2018. “It took me
three years to get back into the groove again, and I enjoyed the opportunity of playing
all of the instruments in addition to the vocals”, said Lewis.
“I am really excited to be
working with Madison Records. They have believed in my music since they first heard
it, the year ahead will be an exciting one!”.
Madison Records is based in Atlanta, GA, and recently partnered with The Orchard for
world-wide distribution, which is owned by Sony Music Entertainment. “We are so
excited to have Tony join the Madison family. His sound and presence brings a new
diversity to the label,” said Madison President Tanner Hendon. “We believe with our
new artists and partnerships, 2018 will be our best year yet.”
In addition to the label side, Madison has their own state of the art recording studio, and
features the Southern Tracks SSL Board, which was used on the recordings of
legendary artists Bruce Springsteen, Pearl Jam, Stone Temple Pilots, Black Crowes,
and more.
Lewis will be performing on this summer’s much anticipated Retro Futura National Tour.
In addition to Lewis, the tour features Belinda Carlisle, Modern English, ABC, Limahl
from Kajagoogoo, and Annabella from Bow Wow Wow. “I am really looking forward to
supporting this new music by performing live and reconnecting with the music industry.”
said Lewis.
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